
Monday 1st March 

Our topic is Tremors, I have included some ideas for English, Topic and Maths for the week and all the 
relevant resources. 
If you need any of the worksheets printed to pick up, please let the office know. 
Please post any work completed on class dojo or email it at clethbridge@woodhamwalter.essex.sch.uk 

● Don’t forget to WALK THE MILE – this could be walked around your house, garden or maybe 
with an adult outside. 

 
ENGLISH:  
Watch video footage of the activity of the world’s volcanoes. Generate words and phrases on paper 
to create a  wordscape. Record words and phrases in the shape of a volcano, starting with more 
words at the base, and peaking with a single key word at the summit. Does the wordscape reflect 
the film’s events, mood and atmosphere? We have provided links with videos for you to watch. 
Think about a good variety of nouns and adjectives to describe the volcano! 

https://video.nationalgeographic.com/search?q=volcano+lava 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/14zZfpg3vmb9r4FB9mCHjy/live-volcano-webcams 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egEGaBXG3Kg 

Spellings: Complete the spelling activity mats in todays resources, you can complete 2-3 of the 
mats today and 2-3 tomorrow 

 MATHS: 

-Year 3 – Log onto https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/ 

Go to year 3 and watch the first video under week7: ‘Measure length’. 

Complete the White Rose ‘Measure length’ sheet. 

Extra: ‘Step 1 - Measure length’ - choose from the developing, expected or greater depth.  

Year 4 - Log onto https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/ 

Go to year 4 and watch the first video under week 7: ‘Add Fractions’. 

Complete  ‘Step 7- VF Add 2 or more fractions’  sheet - choose from developing, expected or greater depth. 

Extra: ‘Step 7- RPS Add 2 or more fractions’  sheet - choose from developing, expected or greater depth. 

 

 
-Once you are finished you can check your answers and then log onto TT Rockstars. 

 
TOPIC:   

You are going to research the ‘Earth's Layers’ and label the diagram of the layers. Then you are going 

to watch the video on how to make your DIY layers of the earth. For this you will need paper and 
colouring pens, on the video they use a compass to draw their circles, you could use various different 
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round objects in different sizes to draw around to create your own circles. To create the outside of 

the earth you can have a go at trying to draw some of our countries by hand using a green 

pencil/pen or paper. 

Video to watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxaSCJuM86c  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxaSCJuM86c

